The twentieth century has seen two periods during which old citizen "citadins" in french, or "citadinite" for citizenhood societies have been the centre of scholarly interest. The fi rst period corresponds to the fi rst third of the century, when these societies were still under the infl uence of the traditional urban order at a time when colonialism was seeking to impose its domination. The second corresponds to the last third of the same century; and it coincides with a time when old cities throughout the Arab-Muslim world appeared to be defi nitively condemned by the exodus of their original population and destined to dilapidation, degradation and neglect by the public authorities.
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Between the middle of the century and the beginning of the 1980s, this interest weakened, even disappeared, except in history and anthropology, from the fi eld of urban research-as though citizens "citadins" in french, or "citadinite" for citizenhood and their spaces, whatever their nature, were not factors worth considering. The renewed interest in these societies over the past twenty years or so is a genuine paradox, since, in terms of population, citizen society has been in constant decline and, in terms of the occupation of space old cities have been reduced to mere islets within the spread of modern urbanization.
To follow the evolution of a society's socio-cultural state and its relation to the urban-that is, to its citizenhood-from the beginning to the end of the twentieth century requires an overall assessment of the whole of research into Arab-Islamic cities. Such a work is too vast and goes beyond the framework of these brief considerations about the evolution of a notion (some would say of a concept) that was long regarded as a totally obsolete and inadequate tool for the analysis of urban societies.
For historical and cultural reasons, and for reasons of territorial confi guration and political structure with regard to urban powers, citizenhood poses complex problems: does it have the same meaning everywhere, in all cities and at all periods of their evolution? There are, here, risks of anachronism, of inadequate comparison, and of the obscuring of the specifi c in the interests of global character. What of citizenhood in the past and in the present? In what sense are present cities urban? This paper will try to answer the above questions by showing the long evolution of the concept and the magnitude of its polysemy.
A citizenhood nowhere to be found: The uneasiness aroused by these questions is accentuated when we search for the meaning of the French term citadinité ("citizenhood"). Not a single French dictionary provides the meaning of the word; only the word citadin, of Italian origin, is mentioned. The term citadinité comes from the north of Italy, where the oppositional pairing cittadino/contadino refl ects the intense nature of the relations between inhabitants of town and countryside resulting from the political domination of Italian cities over the space of their rural environment. This relation is an essential element in citizenhood relations. In the literature at the beginning of the century, the term citadin designated inhabitants of the traditional city. The English language does not truly have this term, since the coined word citizenhood, derived from French, is rich in civic connotations but does not restore the complex meaning of citadinité.
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The same diffi culty arises in the Arabic language. Ibn Khaldun used the concept of al-umran al-hadari, meaning city population, translated in the Pléiade version as civilisation urbaine ("urban civilization"). At present, a neologism, al-tamadduniyya, is attempting to retrieve the sense. Not everyone fi nds this term satisfactory. Some prefer the term "urban culture," so as to avoid a semantic shift towards al-temdin, meaning urbanization.
The temporal and spatial dimension of citizenhood also poses a problem. Citizenhood of a city is not a matter of its size. A small city may have a profound citizenhood, while a huge agglomeration may not. Hence, citizenhood knows no linear progression, but is rather subject to discontinuities, to periods of limited infl uence or rapid development. As such, it is important to understand citizenhood not as some stable,
